During the total lunar eclipse of January 21, 2019 at least two meteoroids impacted the moon producing visible flash lights on the near side. One of the impacts occurred on the darkest side of the visible lunar face and was witnessed by many casual observers. In this paper we present estimations of the location, impact parameters (velocity and incoming direction), orbit and energy of the meteoroid, as obtained from images and videos collected by amateur astronomers in Colombia, the Dominican Republic and Morocco. We use the novel Gravitational Ray Tracing (GRT) technique to estimate the orbital properties and radiant of the impactor. We find that that the meteoroid impacted the moon with a speed of 13.8 +4.3 −7.3 km/s and in a relatively shallow angle, θ < 35.6 degrees. According to our photometric estimations, the impact released ∼ 4 × 10 6 J of visible light in a short time (0.30 seconds). The total impact energy was 0.3 − 0.5 tons of TNT which correspond to a body with a mass between 7 − 40 kg and a diameter of 10 − 27 cm. If our assumptions are correct, the crater left by the impact will have 5 − 10 meters across and it could be detectable by prospecting lunar probes. These results arose from a timely collaboration between professional and amateur astronomers which highlight the importance of citizen science in contemporary astronomy.
Introduction
In January 21, 2019 the only total lunar eclipse of 2019 takes place. Thousands, if not millions of observers, follow the event from all Americas, north Africa and most Europe. As usual, several amateur and professional observatories around the world streamed the whole eclipse over the internet.
Few minutes after the beginning of the totality, several sources on the internet claimed the observation of a short flash of light on the east side of the eclipsed moon. The flash was confirmed by the Moon Impacts Detection and Analysis System, MIDAS (Madiedo et al., 2010) in Spain. According to MIDAS, one meteoroid (hereafter L1-21J) impacted the darker side of the eclipsed moon * Corresponding author: jorge.zuluaga@udea.edu.co at 4:41:38 UTC. Almost immediately, several observers around the world (including our own teams in Colombia and the Dominican Republic, see section 3), reported the independent detection of the flashlight in their own footage. In the days after the eclipse, the Royal Observatory 1 reported a second flash just two minutes after L1-21J occurring on the western and much brighter limb of the eclipsed moon. To the date of writing, however, this second flash has not been confirmed by other observers.
Although lunar impacts are relatively common, as it is confirmed by the observation of these almost consecutive events, the impacts of January 21, 2019 are the first detected during a total lunar eclipse, when thousands of observers were simultaneously taking videos and pictures of the moon. This latter condition offers unique opportunities to study this phenomena in exquisite detail.
Here, we present a scientific analysis of the L1-21J event using observations gathered by amateur and professional astronomers in Morocco, the Dominican Republic and Colombia. First, We briefly review what we know about impacts on the moon of small meteoroids (Section 2). Then, we describe the instruments and data we gather and analyze in this work (Section 2). One of the most interesting and unique characteristic of our approach, is the numerical "reconstruction" of the meteoroid trajectory, which is required to estimate its speed and incident angle. For this purpose we use the novel Gravitational Ray Tracing (GRT) techinque (Section 5). Photometric analysis of our footage provide us estimations of the total energy involved in the impact (Section 6); from there we can estimate the posterior probability distribution (ppd) of the mass and size of the impactor (Section 7). The crater diameter left by the event is also estimated.
Observation of Moon impacts
Impacts on the Earth-Moon system are relatively common (Neukum et al., 2001; Ivanov, 2001 Ivanov, , 2006 Gallant et al., 2009) . Brown et al. (2002) estimate that ∼ 10 4 small, low-mass meteoroids (∼ 0.1 m) enter into the Earth's atmosphere per year (∼ 1 impact per hour). The Earth/Moon ratio of meteoroid fluxes is estimated to be 1.38 (Ivanov, 2006) . Therefore, the rate of impacts on the Moon is similar. However, since our satellite lacks of a dense atmosphere, the effects of those impacts on its surface are more dramatic.
Fresh impacts on the moon can be detected by two methods: 1) a local method, involving the observation of the lunar surface from prospecting satellites; and 2) a remote method, which relies on the observation of the short visible flashes during the impacts.
The NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) has succesfully tested the first method 2 . During a 6 years mission (Keller et al., 2016 ) the LRO has taken high-resolution images (down to 1 meter per pixel) of 70% of the Moon surface, with almost 3% of the surface observed at least two times. During that time, the spacecraft has detected signatures of hundreds of fresh impacts. Particularly notorious are two impacts, that were first observed from the Earth and afterwards, their associated crater was discovered by LRO. The first one, was a extremely bright impact happening on march 17, 2013 (Suggs et al., 2014) ; the second one happened on september 11, 2013 and it was also identified by the MIDAS system (Madiedo et al., 2014) .
LRO fresh impact signatures, have been used for calibrating the Moon cratering flux and to test theoretical estimations of meteoroid fluxes on the Earth-Moon system (Keller et al., 2016) .
In the last two decades, several observing systems were designed and built to monitor the Moon, looking-for flash events. These systems are especially active during the peak of large meteor showers such as the geminids, leonids and perseids (Ortiz et al., , 2002 (Ortiz et al., , 2006 (Ortiz et al., , 2015 Madiedo et al., 2015a,b; Yanagisawa and Kisaichi, 2002) . One of the best-known monitor system is MIDAS (Madiedo et al., 2010) . MIDAS has been operational for almost two decades, it has detected a significant number of flashes on the Moon, and its data products have been used to study the population properties of major meteor showers (Madiedo et al., 2014; Ortiz et al., 2015; Madiedo et al., 2015a,b) . MIDAS was the first of such monitor system confirming the L1-21J event.
One of the projects of observation of lunar impacts that has been obtaining excellent results since February 2017 is the NEO Lunar Impacts and Optical TrAnsients NEOLITA (Xilouris et al., 2018) . To date at least 55 flashes 3 have been registered by NEOLITA team, most of them produced by sporadic impactors and some by geminids. This project uses a pair of cameras installed in the 1.2 m Kryoneri telscope in Greece, to detect falshes in two different bands (R, I) with magnitudes up to 18.7 trying to estimate the size and frequency of small near-Earth objects (NEOs).
In contrast to the abundant information available about Earth's impacts (most of them are detected visually or acoustically from the ground and from the space), a limited amount of information about moon impacts can be obtained only from the detection of lunar flashes.
The kinetic energy of the impactor K, can be estimated from the luminous energy of the flash E r , assuming a simple relationship:
Here, η is the so-called luminous efficiency, a critical but very uncertain quantity. Meteor detonations on the Earths atmosphere, has allowed us to constraint the luminous efficiency as η 10% (Brown et al., 2002) . In the case of impacts on the Moon, the estimation of the distribution of particles diameters in major meteor showers (which depends on their kinetic energy and hence on η), has allowed us to constrain the value of this quantity in the interval η ∼ 0.001 − 0.0035 (Madiedo et al., 2014) .
Kinetic energy alone does not allow the precise estimation of other physical properties of the impactor. Speed, mass and composition are, for instance, almost impossible to be measured just from observation of the flashes. However, educated guesses of the speed and incident angle (as obtained from theoretical independent models), provide useful estimations of the meteoroid properties (Ivanov, 2006) . The success of these estimations was subject to a test after the bright flash on september 11, 2013. Madiedo et al. (2014) estimated that, assuming a luminous efficiency η = 0.002 and an impact velocity of v imp = 17 km/s, the crater left by the impact will have a diameter of 34 m. The discovery by the LRO of a 46 m crater in the place of the 2013 intense flash, give some confidence to the theoretical models. However, one or two detections are statistically insufficient to demonstrate, without any doubt, the validity of the models. The detection and analysis of more events will be required to build improved models.
Data
Our analysis of the L1-21J are based on three observational products.
The first one is a video taken by the mobile observatory of the timeanddate astronomy portal 4 . At the time of the eclipse, the observatory was located in Ouarzazate, Morocco. These observation supported the on-line transmission of the whole eclipse in the Time and Date website. We obtained permissions from Time and Date AS to use their footage for this work. We extracted 6 frames from the video around the time of the flash and analyzed them separately to obtain a light profile of the event (see Section 6.1). In Figure 1 , we show the selected frames. Since this video was only used to estimate the duration of the flash, we were not particularly concerned about the specific characteristics of the instrument.
The second picture was a 20 second exposure achieved by Fritz Pichardo in Santo Domingo, the Dominican Republic (see Figure 2 ). The exposure started at 04:41:24 UTC and lasted until 05:01:24 including the time of the flash. The picture was taken using a Canon T3i DSLR camera (18Mpx APC-S CMOS sensor), installed on the secondary focus of an equatorially mounted 8 inch Celestron CPC 800 SchmidtCassegrain telescope, with a focal length FL=2032mm (f/10). The camera was installed with a focal reducer f/6.3, yielding an effective FL=1280.16 mm.
The third picture was a high resolution short exposure (0.71 seconds) taken with the 25-inch (635 mm) FL = 2700 m telescope of LaLoma Observatory in San Vicente Ferrer (Antioquia) in Colombia. This is the largest telescope in the country. The picture (see Figure 3 ) was taken using a 17.7×13.4 mm (4656×3520 pixels) CMOS ZWO ASI1600MC detector, working with a f/2.17 focal reducer in the primary focus of the telescope, yielding an efective FL = 1971 mm. Given the large aperture and low F-value of the telescope, the event was captured with a relatively short exposure. The picture was taken at 04:41:37 UTC, which also coincide with the time reported by MIDAS.
Each pixel of the camera attached to LaLoma observatory telescope, covers 0.32 arcsec, that in ideal atmospheric conditions correspond to a spatial resolution of 0.7 km/px at the center of the Moon. At the location of the impact (∼ 70 degrees south) the resolution downgrades to 2 km/px (in idealized atmospheric conditions). During that night, the seeing was of a few arcsec, and the actual resolution downgrade to ∼ 20 km/px (see Section 4).
Location
Using our highest resolution picture (see Figure  3) and maps provided by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) 5 we proceed to identify the precise location of the flash on the lunar surface. The result of our location procedure is summarized in Figure 4 .
We first superimpose and align our picture with an LROC ortographic projection map of the southeast lunar quadrant (middle panel in Figure 4 ). The impact happened in the region of the easily identifiable Byrgius crater to the southeast of Mare Humoris.
Then, for a more precise identification of the impact site, we distort our image and superimpose it to an equidistant cylindrical projection of the interest region (bottom panel of Figure 4 ). This allows us to precisely measure the coordinates of the impact site and their errors.
The impact site is located close to a point at lat. -29.428816
• , long. -68.167435
• , alt. 510 m. Due to a combination of image resolution, atmospheric seeing and perspective, the location of the impact site is within an ellipse around this point with an east-west major axis of 18 km and a north-south minor axis of 15 km. This is a reasonable-sized area, where future prospecting satellites may look for what we estimate is a several meter crater left by the impact (see Section 7).
Orbit
We cannot reconstruct the orbit of a lunar impactor using only the observation of a flash. Still, we can use the time and location of the impact to constraint the incoming direction and speed of the object.
For this purpose, we apply Gravitational Ray Tracing (GRT), a novel numerical technique recently introduced by Zuluaga and Sucerquia (2018) with the aim of computing efficiently, meteoroid impact probabilities on the surface of any planetary body in the Solar System. The method was tested on Earth and it successfully reproduced the impact speed distribution of moderately large meteoroids impacting our atmosphere. In the GRT, random incoming directions (elevations and azimuths) are generated following a bluenoise distribution on the sky above the impact site (see Zuluaga and Sucerquia 2018 for a detailed explanation). These random directions are combined with a set of regularly spaced impact speeds, in the interval between the moon escape velocity and the escape velocity from the Solar System at the distance of the Earth-Moon system, to build many different random initial conditions. For each initial condition, the trajectory of a test particle is integrated backwards in time in the gravitational field of the Solar System. After one year, the heliocentric orbital elements of the test particle (namely its asymptotic orbit) is compared against the orbital elements of the population of already discovered Near Earth Objects (NEOs).
The (relative) probability that the actual meteoroid comes from one of the many directions and impact speeds in the simulation, is proportional to the density of NEOs in the space of classical orbital elements, around the asymptotic orbit. In other words, a given initial condition is more probable if many potential parent objects in the NEOs population have orbital elements similar to that of the asymptotic orbit associated to that condition.
Further details of the technique are found on the original paper by Zuluaga and Sucerquia (2018) .
For our purpose here, we generate 997 random incoming directions on the sky above the impact location, with a minimum separation of 5
• (incoming directions are not random, but carefully arranged to have a minimum separation with its closest neighbors; this configuration is intended to avoid numerical artifacts arising from the sampling procedure). Finally, we choose 100 regularly spaced impact speeds, that together with the incoming directions, create a set of 49901 different initial conditions.
41167 test particles (82%) survived the numerical experiment (they did not collide against the Moon, the Earth or the Sun, nor escaped from the Solar System after being perturbed by the planets).
For each particle ("ray"), a (relative) probability, proportional to the density of NEOs around the asymptotic orbit, was computed. Using this (relative) probability, we can now estimate the marginal probability distributions (mpd) of any dynamical or spatial property associated to the trajectory of the meteoroid.
Thus, for instance, the probability that the impact speed was between v and v + ∆v is simply the sum of the (relative) probabilities of all initial conditions having incoming speeds in this interval. The same method can be used to compute the mpd of the impact angle or radiant position.
In Figure 5 we show the ppds of the impact speed and incident angle (elevation) at the time and location of L1-21J event.
Interestingly the impact speed, v imp = 13.8 km/s is lower than the typical values assumed for this quantity (16 − 22 km/s, Ivanov 2006; Madiedo et al. 2014 ). Zuluaga and Sucerquia (2018) has already shown that impact speeds may be different depending on the geographic location on the planetary surface (see Figure 11 of their paper). Additionally, most of the NEOs used in the GRT analysis, are asteroids with low relative velocity to Earth. The speed of sporadic cometary meteoroids and that of particles coming from major meteor shower are significantly larger than this. Still, in the absence of any particular clue about the nature of the object, assuming that it originates among more abundant objects is a reasonable assumption.
The incident angle distribution is biased towards shallow 35
• impact directions. An almost vertical impact has an almost null probability. This effect, is a combination of dynamical factors and the fact that the distribution of NEOs is concentrated around the ecliptic plane. Since the impact site is at a very low latitude, vertical incidence would be associated to inclined asymptotic orbits which are less common among NEOs.
Finally, we calculate the two-dimensional marginal probability distribution of the orbital elements of the parent body and its radiant on the sky above the impact site. The results are shown in Figure 6 . The distribution of orbital elements seems to favor the hypothesis that the impactor came from an orbit inside the Earth's orbit. If asteroidal in origin, its parent body could be probably classified as an Atens.
Regarding its incoming direction in the sky, our simulation seems to favor two well-defined areas. One is centered around RA=16h, • and the other is around RA=5.2h, DEC=-34
• . No ma-jor meteor shower has a radiant around those positions.
Energy of the impact
Flashes are the result of thermal emission from hot plasma plumes created by vaporized material coming from the meteoroid and the surface . The impact event takes place in a very short time, ie. ∼ 10 −2 s, but visible lightemission last for 0.05−0.1 s. In order to estimate the energy of the impact it is necessary to measure the brightness and duration of the flash.
Photometry
To estimate the average flash brightness, we use the picture taken by Fritz Pichardo in the Dominican Republic (see Figure 2) . In the picture, the flash was detected at a SNR ∼ 10. At least 9 wellknown stars were also identified with similar SNR.
In Table 1 we show the properties of the reference stars, along with the value of the counts detected around their position (as determined with aperture photometry, AP) in each image channel (RGB). For completeness, we also include the counts detected on the flash position.
Performing precision photometry with RGB images is challenging. Although the spectral response of the camera sensor is well-known (Deglint et al., 2016) and it covers all the visible spectra in a similar fashion that standard photometric filters, understanding how to relate the counts in each channel to a magnitude in a specific photometric system is not trivial.
We assume for simplicity that the Gaia G magnitude (which is already known for all the reference stars and also covers a wide region of the visible spectrum) could be in principle calculated from the counts in the RGB channels C R , C G and C B , using the formula:
Here Z is the unknown zero-point and k R , k G and k B are also unknown constants.
The value of these constants were found by fitting with the previous formula the G magnitude of 8 reference stars. We did not include in our analysis HD 67654 because it is located very close to the border of the sensor and can be strongly affected by vigneting effect.
We found that using Z = 24.01668366, k R = −0.15479538, k G = 0.44881802, k B = −1.95920277, the 8 stellar G magnitudes are reproduced from the RGB counts, with an average precision of 0.04.
Using Eq. 2 and the best-fit values of the constants, the G (average) magnitude of the flash is estimated as G = 11.61 ± 0.04.
Since the integration time for the stars (20 seconds) is very different that that for the flash (0.30 seconds), the flash magnitude should be corrected by exposure time using Pogson's law:
where m t2 and m t1 are the magnitudes of the same source taken with exposure times t 2 and t 1 respectively.
With this correction, the average (integrated) G magnitude of the flash was estimated as G = 7.05± 0.05.
We attempt to measure the relative brightness profile of the flash using the timeandddate video. For that purpose we perform aperture photometry on the flash image on each frame. We find that, for the sensitivity and time resolution of the video camera, no significant variation in the brightness was detected during the 0.30 seconds of the flash.
From the estimated magnitude in the G filter, we can estimate the visible luminous energy of the impact (Madiedo et al., 2015b ):
where R = 3.57745 × 10 8 m is the distance to the Moon at the time of the impact, b G = 2.5 × 10 −11 W/m 2 /nm, G 0 = 0.03 and ∆λ G = 420.360 nm are the calibration properties of the filter 6 , ∆t is the flash duration, and f is the degree of anisotropy of the light emission. If the light was emitted isotropically from the surface then f = 2. Conversely, if light is emitted at a very high altitude then f=4 (Madiedo et al., 2015b) .
Using the estimated (average) flash magnitude G = 7.05 ± 0.04 and assuming f = 2 we finally may estimate the total luminous energy of the flash: log E r J = 6.6 ± 0.04 Estimating the kinetic energy of the meteoroid from the luminous energy emitted by the impact plume is tricky. We previously mentioned (Eq. 1) that it is customary to assume that both quantities differs only by a multiplicative "constant", namely the luminous efficiency η. Although this is an oversimplification of a very complex process, Bellot Rubio et al. (2000) achieved at fitting the flux of the leonids using a luminous efficiency of η = 2 × 10 −3 . Independently Ortiz et al. (2002) and Madiedo et al. (2015a,b) used the same method to obtain efficiencies in the range of 1.8 − 3.4 × 10 −3 for different meteor showers.
If we assume that log η = −2.6 ± 0.1, the kinetic energy for the L1-21J impact will be:
This is equivalent to the explosion of 0.3 − 0.5 tons of TNT.
Impactor and crater size
Once kinetic energy is calculated we may estimate the physical properties of the meteoroid and the crater size left by the impact.
The mass of the meteoroid can be calculated from the kinetic energy definition:
From there and assuming a proper bulk density ρ, we may also compute the object diameter:
The size of the crater, on the other hand, can be estimated using the well-known scaling-relationship (Gault, 1974; Melosh, 1989) :
where d is the crater diameter and ρ t = 1600 kg m −3 is the moon (regolith) surface density (Madiedo et al., 2015b) .
Besides K, the estimation of M , D and d, requires educated guesses for the unknown properties v imp , θ and ρ.
In previous works it was customary to assume typical impact velocity in the range of 16-20 km/s for sporadic meteors (Brown et al., 2002; Gallant et al., 2009) or ∼ 40 − 72 km/s for specific meteor showers (Madiedo et al., 2014 (Madiedo et al., , 2015b . The value of θ was always guessed in the absence of observational evidence able to constrain it.
Here, our dynamical model provide us marginal probability distribution function for these quantities (see Figure 5) . Thus, instead of replacing the value of educated guesses, we can compute posterior probabilities distributions (ppd) for the desired quantities.
For this purpose we perform a simple Montecarlo simulation where 1,000 Values of log K and the uncertain parameters v imp , θ and ρ were generated according to their marginal probability distribution. The values of log K was generated assuming a gaussian distribution of mean and standard deviation given by Eq. 6. v imp and θ where independently generated using the distributions computed in Section 5.
The case of ρ is interesting. The density of typical meteoroids impacting the Moon ranges from 300 kg/m 3 (in the case of soft cometary materials) to 3700 kg/m 3 , the density of ordinary chondrites (Madiedo et al. 2014 and references there in). Since we do not know the nature of the impactor, we should assume several values for the densitiy.
For our montecarlo we use the following values for the density: ρ 1 = 1000 kg/m 3 with a probability of 1% (approximately matching the fraction of NEOs which are comets 7 ), ρ 2 = 2500 kg/m 3 with a probability of 59% (arising from parent bodies with Tisserand parameters below 2, Moorhead et al. 2017 ) and ρ 3 = 3700 kg/m 3 with a probability of 40% (arising from parent bodies with large Tisserand parameters, Moorhead et al. 2017) .
In Figure 7 we show posterior probability distributions for meteoroid mass M , diameter D and crater size d.
We find that, in order to explain all the observations, the meteoroid producing the L1-21J impact should be of the size of a "foot ball" (10-27 cm). Depending on its density the mass of the object could be in the range between 7 kg and 40 kg. Given the shallow angle the crater diameter in not larger than 10 meters but also not smaller than around 5 meters. This is well within the best resolution of the lunar prospecting moon satellites.
Discussion
Under any circumstance, the conclusions and values of the key quantities published in this work represent the final word about this historical phenomenon. This is only one of the first approximation to understanding the conditions on which the impact takes place.
Still, our work is original in two particular aspects: 1) it combines heterogeneous data obtained by amateur astronomers, to produce an "homogeneous" scientific analysis of the phenomenon. And 2) instead of guessing some of the key quantities involved in the impact analysis, our work apply a numerical technique (the GRT) to compute the probability distribution of those quantities. Although the errors in the resulting quantities (energy, meteoroid and crater size) seems to be larger than usual, they are better statistically supported.
7 https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/stats/totals.htm Our estimation of the impact location suffers of several systematic and random errors. Location has been determined by a visual inspection of pictures and lunar maps. This visual procedure is prone to conscious and unconscious biases. A more rigorous geometrical analysis should be used to estimate properly the coordinates of the impact site. However, since the flash happened close to the Moon limb, small error in a geometrical procedure may produce final errors even larger than those obtained with the visual method.
We do not have any information about the velocity and the angle on which the object impact the surface of the Moon. The results published here, rely on a novel numerical and statistical procedure that still needs to be tested in a wider diversity of conditions.
The GRT method relies on knowing precisely the distribution of NEOs in the space of orbital elements. However, the distribution of these objects is incomplete below ∼ 50 m and down to the estimated size of the impactor (∼ 10 cm). Still, assuming that very small objects follow closely the distribution of their larger parent (or cousin) objects, is not bad as a starting point.
The future discovery of the crater left by the impact (if resolvable) and its comparison with the predictions of this model, will greatly contribute to improve it and to test the validity of the GRT technique.
Our work was the result of a timely collaboration between professional and amateur astronomers. The well-known skills of amateurs to collect and process high quality data of astronomical events, together with the capacity of professionals to convert this data into scientific results, is becoming a powerful driver of new scientific discoveries in astronomy.
